1. Is there any country information about attacks on farmers in the Bikita district in April 2008?

Sources indicate that attacks took place on farmers in the Masvingo district during April 2008. These attacks coincided with national elections when tension between government and opposition supporters was extremely high. According to a Times Online report from 8 April 2008, “they [farm invasions began on Saturday in Masvingo province, about 160 miles south of the capital, Harare. Five farmers were forced to flee or were trapped inside their homes by drunken mobs. A farm lodge was also seized.” The same report stated that two farm owners had been forced from their land for voting for the MDC, and farmers and their staff were beaten and threatened with further violence.  

The MDC claimed on 18 April 2008 that the violence started almost immediately after the elections on March 29, and claimed some of its supporters in remote rural areas were homeless after their homes were looted and burnt down by the suspected ZANU PF (Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front) activists. The US Ambassador to Zimbabwe James McGee on 18 April commented on the violence taking place through Zimbabwe:

“There is growing evidence that rural communities are being punished for their support for opposition candidates. We have disturbing and confirmed reports of threats, beatings, abductions, burning of homes and even murder, from many parts of the country.”

These activities formed part of Operation Mavhoterapapi (who/where did you vote), a campaign designed to intimidate MDC supporters, and centred on rural areas of Zimbabwe. These events took place between the parliamentary and first-round presidential elections on 29 March 2008 and the second-round presidential election held 27 June 2008. Operation Mavhoterapapi was undertaken by ZANU-PF youth, and regular Zimbabwean Army troops. Southern Africa Documentation and Cooperation Centre (SADOCC) claimed that the scope of these attacks extended to the
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destruction of houses and the killing of livestock.\(^6\) According to an article in *The Zimbabwean* on 30 April, Operation *Mavhoterapapi* ended in late April, apparently due to a lack of funds\(^7\), nonetheless, the harassment and intimidation of farm owners continued beyond this point.

2. **Is there country information about farmers/land owners in Bikita in the district of Masvingo being targeted by ZANU-PF supporters?**

Sources provide a number of examples of farm owners in Masvingo province being targeted by ZANU-PF supporters. These events continued after the violence referred to in Question 1 when farm owners were targeted for their support of the MDC as part of Operation *Mavhoterapapi*. These activities included attack by armed groups and gangs, and the seizure of property by ZANU-PF MPs.

News sites reported the perpetrators of the violent attacks on farmers and land owners were undertaken by ZANU-PF supporters or ZANU-PF backed ‘war veterans’. Even though Operation *Mavhoterapapi*, a campaign of violence designed to intimidate MDC supporters had officially concluded in April 2008, the harassment of farmers continued after the 2008 elections. SW Radio Africa\(^8\), in March 2009, reported that a Masvingo farmer had been taken hostage and assaulted for several hours by suspected ZANU-PF supporters. The report noted that following the attack, a local magistrate issued a warrant for the arrest of the injured farmer.\(^9\)

Sources indicate that the harassment of farmers and landowners in Masvingo continues to take place, in particular by a group of ‘war veterans’ led by Jabulani Sibanda who are active in the Masvingo province, including Bikita. In January 2011, SW Radio Africa reported that Sibanda’s group was accused by the MDC and un-named NGOs of being responsible for attacks on landowners in Bikita in late 2010.\(^10\)

In March 2011, SW Radio Africa reported that attacks on farmers in Zimbabwe were on the rise despite the sharp decline in the number of farmers due to migration.\(^11\) A spokesman for JAG (Justice for Agriculture), a group representing farm owners and workers, commented that fewer than 100 original title owners remained on their land.\(^12\) The spokesman also claimed that the seizure of farms was a common tactic by ZANU-PF before elections. Sources noted that new ‘black’ farm owners faced similar harassment to the white farmers who had vacated their properties.\(^13\) A report in *The Zimbabwean* in March 2011 stated that


ZANU-PF officials and ‘war veterans’ have visited the properties of farmers recently granted land and accused them of not participating in ZANU-PF rallies and of being agents of white farmers. The report quoted a farmer saying that ZANU-PF had come to his property and told him that “all the people who got land through the land reform programme are supposed to support Zanu (PF).” Another farmer noted “[w]e have serious problems with Zanu (PF) youths and war veterans here. They are after us.”

Sources indicated that in addition to these violent gangs, ZANU-PF officials were directly involved in the harassment of farmers including the seizure of property. A September 2010 SW Radio Africa report stated that ZANU-PF MPs were involved in efforts to force farm owners to leave their property. The report claimed that a couple in Somabhula (located in the neighbouring province west of Masvingo) had their farm seized and occupied by Jabulani Mangena, the ZANU-PF member for the Mberengwa North Constituency. The couple had lost the last portion of the farm they owned despite giving up the majority of their land in an attempt to prevent being evicted. Sources indicated the direct involvement of ZANU-PF MPs in the seizure of property has been widespread since the 2008 elections.

3. Is there any information about clashes between ZANU-PF supporters and MDC supporters in Bikita in the district of Masvingo?

Sources indicate that clashes between ZANU-PF and MDC supporters continue to take place in Bikita and other parts of Masvingo province. The majority of these clashes in the last two years have taken place between MDC supporters and a group identifying themselves as veterans of the 1970s war in then Rhodesia. Although this group is not formally allied to the ZANU-PF, the main focus appears to be to intimidate supporters of the MDC.

Considerable tension has existed in the Masvingo district since the March 2008 parliamentary elections where the MDC won a majority of seats in the region, including all three electorates based in the Bikita area. Following these results, a campaign of violence and intimidation code named Operation Mavhoterapapi was implemented in order to ‘re-educate’ voters ahead of the June 2008 presidential runoff election. As part of this operation, MDC supporters nationally were assaulted for attending rallies or prevented from taking part. The NGO
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Genocide Watch noted that, with the support of the Zimbabwean military, gangs of ZANU-PF marauders swept through villages at night, killing, torturing and raping MDC supporters.\(^\text{22}\)

Violence by ZANU-PF supporters against MDC supporters continued beyond 2008 in Masvingo Province. The Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum, in a May 2009 report, stated that on 1 January soldiers had assaulted people and looted property in Masvingo.\(^\text{23}\) These attacks continued on an ad hoc basis throughout 2009 and peaked in September 2009 when ZANU-PF youths attacked MDC supporters and, according to the MDC, killed an MDC supporter named Joseph Munyuki, in Masvingo.\(^\text{24}\) Also in September 2009, SW Radio reported that MDC supporting teachers had been attacked by ZANU-PF youth and that militia had established terror camps in Masvingo Province.\(^\text{25}\)

Sources state that in 2010 and 2011, attacks on MDC supporters have been carried out on a more organised basis. During this period, a group led by self-proclaimed ‘war vet leader’ Jabulani Sibanda, has been involved in a campaign to intimidate MDC supporters in Masvingo Province. In August 2010, Sibanda attempted to hold a rally in Bikita where, according to SW Radio Africa, the attendees dispersed when Sibanda began to shout anti-MDC and anti-Tsvangirai slogans.\(^\text{26}\) Shortly afterwards, seven Masvingo province MDC MPs were arrested for allegedly disrupting the meeting. As of March 2011, these proceedings were still ongoing.\(^\text{27}\) In January 2011, SW Radio Africa reported that Sibanda had forced 2,000 people in Triangle, Masvingo (approximately 100km south of Bikita) to attend a rally where they were threatened with violence if they voted for the MDC.\(^\text{28}\) The same report noted that Sibanda and his people were believed to have committed assaults in other nearby cities, including Bikita.

The tension caused by the harassment and intimidation of MDC supporters in Bikita and Masvingo appears to be having a detrimental impact on support for ZANU-PF. In April 2011 Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe asked youth supporters of ZANU-PF not to attack MDC supporters in Bikita, as he believed that violence scared away supporters from the ZANU-PF.\(^\text{29}\) Mugabe added:

> Please don’t beat people from opposition parties here; there is nothing which we can get from being violent. We grow and live in the same area so there is no point why we should beat our neighbours for holding a different political thinking. Those whom we
beat will never support us so the best strategy to lure our opponents is to love them and live with them in peace. Please I beg you to live peacefully with others.  

As noted in Question 1, the elections of 2008 led to a rise in violence, including an organised campaign designed to intimidate MDC supporters in rural areas (Operation Mavhoterapapi). According to one survey, the majority of people interviewed last October said memories of previous elections contributed to their fears of ZANU-PF violence in any upcoming poll. Parliamentary and presidential elections are due to take place midyear although the form and date of the poll are yet to be announced.
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